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Pendant

Bank Pendant

Bank Pendant

The Bank Pendant is an indoor, semicircular pendant crafted from opal or smoke mouthblown glass and black powder-coated aluminum fittings. The opaque glass gently diffuses
360-degree light from any E27 bulb, creating ambience and providing excellent task lighting.
The pairing of opaque glass and fine metal lends the product enduring quality, tactility and
longevity. A special fitting with a wire ensures that the unique glass shade can easily be
Product Type

adjusted to hang evenly.

Pendant
About the Designer
Environment

Founded in Copenhagen in 2008 by Jonas Bjerre-Poulsen and Kasper Rønn, Norm Architects

Indoor

specialise in residential architecture, commercial interiors, industrial design, photography
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and art direction. Today, the group regularly collaborates with MENU, helping to drive the
Dimensions (cm / in)

evolution of the brand and its product offerings. Norm Architects’ name reflects the group’s

H: 30 cm / 11,8"

emphasis on the importance of drawing inspiration from norms and traditions within

Ø: 35 cm / 13,8"

architecture and design – particularly the Scandinavian design principles of timeless
aesthetics and natural materials, and the modernist values of restraint and refinement.

Colours

Guided by these principles, Norm Architects produce design that unites good materials and

Black (RAL 9005) and Opal Glass

craftsmanship, while embodying beauty, traditions, history and, most importantly, timeless

Black (RAL 9005) and Clear Glass

simplicity, where there is nothing more to add or take away.

Bank Pendant

H: 20 cm / 7,9"

H: 30 cm / 11,8"
Ø: 35 cm / 13,8"

Production Process

Weight item (kg)

Classification

The fitting is made with Cast Aluminum and

4,9 - 5,5 kg

CE and IP20

the shade is Mouth Blown Glass.

The weight may vary due to the mouth-blown glass.

Materials

Voltage (V)

LVD: EN 60598-2-1:1989; and EN 60598-

Anodised Aluminum, Glass, E27

220V

1:2015; EN 62493:2015

Light Source & Energy Effeciency Class

Packaging Type

E27 (Not Included), MAX 60 W, A++, A+, A,

Giftbox

Certifications

B, C, D
Packaging Measurement (H * W * D)
Light Specification

39 cm * 40 cm * 39 cm

Lumen, Kelvin and Ra Value depends on
which bulb is used.

Care Instructions
Use a soft dry cloth to clean. Do not use

Dimmer

any cleaners with chemicals or harsh

No. The lamp can be fitted with a dimmer by

abrasives. Avoid using water.

a certified electrician.

Canopy
Yes, ABS, Black
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Ø: 11,5 cm / 4,5" * H: 3,8 cm / 1,5"

Cord Material and Colour
Black PVC and Stainless Steel wire

Cord Length (cm / in)
400 cm / 157,5"

Bank Pendant

Opal
1860629
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Smoke
1860949

